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By ALVIN B. WEBB JR.
('APE CANAVERAL (UPI: - Scott
Carpenter whirled into his third
orbit around the earth today and
recovery forces were set to recover him from the sea at about
12:30 p. m. (EST) 1:30 p. m.
(EDT).
The 37-year-old astronaut was
completing an epochal, fact-finding mission expected to lead to
longer flights by other astronauts
later this year.
Carpenter rose into the sky- at
7-45 a m. (MT after the smoothest countdown in the histoa-y of
the Mercury man -in -space program
There was a moment during
his second orbit when ground
monitors fearisi it might be net.) essary to linut his flight to two
orbits.
Started Manual Control
This fear was caused by indications that the fuel supply for
the spacecraft's jet controls was
being used up too ropidfry. Ofti-

•S

Alumni Dinner,
Is Planned
For June 2

cials ordered Carpenter by radio
to switch to hand control of the
jets to conserve the supply.
They decided after looking at
the information transmitted from
spacecraft instruments that enough
fuel was le.ft to keep the cabin
pointed right for another and
final orbit.
He completed his second orbit
at 10:47 a. rn. MT 1147 a m.
(ElYrl.
The laconic Navy officer, reporting frequently as he sped
through alternative night and day,
limited remarks about himself to
brief statements adding up to:
"I feel fine "
Carpenter and his tonsind-a-hall
Aurora-7 spacecraft roared into
space atop an Atlas rocket at
7:45 a. m. riNTS Five minutes
later he was in an orbit so :atfe
and stable that he could have
sailed for more than the scheduled three orbits.
However, conditions in the spacecraft itself conceivaly could shorten the flight Ground monitors
reported indications (luring the
seconelsortiit that hydrngen peroxide fuel for the craft's attitude
controlis was being toed at all
excesaive rate
If too much controls fuel is used
tap too soon, it would be necessarv to curtail the mission. Officiab; sail Canpenter is -well
aware" that if this occurred it
-would be necessary to end the
flight after the second orbit.
He was following nearly the
same path pioneered by Jahn It.
Glenn Jr Feb. 20 But he was
performing more scientific caperContinued on Page Six

The annual ahxnni banquet at
Murray State College will be Saturday, June 2, in the Student
Union Building. The banquet will
begin at 6:30 p m
The feature of this year's banwet will be four short apeecheoach of which will review a de
'
cads. of the college's history M.o.
.()I
Hurt. Murray. will review t h.
20's, !Soh Miller. Murray, the 30 •
• I
Martha Robertson Ellison. Low
-1,11
the 40's. and James Elkins.
Paducah, the 50's After these I
speeches. Pres Ralph
W"lic
sill discuss the future of
the '
n
college.
Gene S Graham, Pulitzer prize
winner for national reporting this
year, will be given a apecial award
by the Alumni Assosiation. Graham. editorial and feature writer
for The Nashville Tennessean
graduated from Murray in the
Class of 1948.
Howard Vernon Reid. principal
of Wingo High School, will be
installed as president of the asbociartion
at the banquet. and
Alma Atwood Ashby. Paducah,
will he installed as vice president.
Other activities planned for the
banquet are presentation of alumni
cholarships and .a 25-year reunion for the class of 1937. L. D.
\IillerNIurray, is in charge of the
rennion
Reservations for the banquet
should be received by the alumni office by May 30.
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The receivership which was pipeed on 0. 0. Dublin and Dublin
Autos, Inc. has been set aside
by Judge Earl Osborne ,in Callo-

Judge Osborne said that all
and privileges to do business have been restored to Mr.
Dablin, and to Dublin Autos, Inc.
In recent court action the business was placed in receivership in
By ALVIN B. WEBB
the hands of Bethel Richardson,
local Certified Public Accountant.
United Press International
Lifting of the receivership was
CAPE CANAVEILU,
directed as of May 15.
Scott Carpenter rode three times
in orbit around the earth today
but overshot his planned Atlantic
landing area and gave recovery
forces an anxious 40 minutes before they found hon.
Space officials lost radio conAn open house will be held on tact with the 37-year-old astroSunday at the new home for the naut shortly after 12:30 p. m.
pastor of Scott's Grove Baptist (E:ST) and said it appeared he ksad
Church. located just north of the overshot by 200 miles the schedchurch building on the Benton uled landing 'area 800 miles southRoad.
east of here,
The new home is a three bedBut a Navy search aircraft subroom brick home with one and sequently- picked up the spacehouse
has
The
baths.
one-half
craft's radio landing beacon and
Malcolm S. Carpenter
a full basement, a pastor's study, followed it to find Carpenter
hand has wall to wall carpet.
perched in a life raft.
Church members said they were
The plane's discovery was refor
the
home
new
proud of the
ported to reporters here at 1:22
Turner
pastor. Rev. Billy Grey
p. m. IEST). The spacecraft, Aurois pastor of Scott Grove.
Church members, friends and
the public are invited to attend
the open house which will be
- held on Sunday from 3.00 to
solo
cornetist
Oe
w
is
the
Fine
Finlay.
Arts
department
Gordon
5.00 p. m.
El.
S.
Navy
the
-iN
cooperataon with Phi Mu Aland conductor of
detachment,
Band's ceremonial
will be guest artist with the Murray SCAO College Symphonic Band
tomorrow at 8 p. in. in the Auditnriurn.
Memorial poppies worn in honThis -will be the final concert of
or of the nation's war dead on
the season for the Symphonic
By MERRIMAN S ta ITH
Poppy Day will bring aid to
Band. The band is directed by
UPI White House Reporter
needy children of war veterans
Prof Paul Shahan.
WASHINGTON 'tat - Presithroughout the year, Mrs. Wayne
dent Kennedy' is on a new course
Flora, said today.
'This is the first time for many
Mrs. Flora is Child Welfare
years that such an outstanding
Chairman of the Murray Unit of
artist. as Mr_ Finlay, has been
the American Legion Auxiliary
presented with our band." stated
which is now making preparation
Prof. Paul Shahan, conductor of
for the observance of annual
the band.
Poppy Day here May 26th.
Eleven Murray Iligh School sen-More than half of all children
Mr. F'intay is 'a featuSed soloist,
BERLIN 1811 - West Berlin
iors were named to Quill and clinician, conductor, composer, and
are now children of veterans and police gunfire Wednesday night
SoIlonorary
International
a
heavy
Scroll.
the Auxiliary is carrying
eil LICO tor.
cut down two East German borciety for high school journalists.
load in its work for the unfort- der guards who had fired seven
In college he was principal corPrincipal Fred Schultz presented netist with the Oregon State Band
unate among them." said Mrs. bullets into a 15-year-ald refugee
the pins at class day Tuesday.
Flora, "and the Murray Unit will -skimming to freedom. One of the
and first trumpet in the orchestra.
They were. from the Annual lle studied conSucting and cornet
be grateful for help :Skim it Communists guards was reported
staff, Phillip Sparks, editor; An- sill' Captain Ilarry Beard and
Saturday."
killed.
Finlay
Mr.
Gordon
drea Sykes. Patsy Shirley, Rich- organized his own collegiate (lanes
The incident was the most seard Workman, Margie Banks. Nell !ran I.
rious along the border in several
pha and the Conn Instrument
Pugh. Sandy Lilly and for the ,lie served as trumpet and cornet Company.
111 ontirs. It
was believed to be
neeNpaper and annual, Diane Lar- player as well as conductor of
the first in a-hich West Berlin
son, editor of the newspaper; various hands, symphony and theapolice shot to kill to protect a
Evelyn Williams. and Ann Dunn. ter pit orchestras. Mr. Finlay was
NOW YOU KNOW
F'HANKFORT. May 23 - Gov. fleeing East German.
Leah Caldwell was named a mem- solo cornetist and assistant ConBert Combs today re-appointed
The boy, a student from Erfurt,
ber from the newspaper staff.
ductor of the 218th Field Artillery
0. B. Springer, Henderson. and was hit in the legs, shoulders,
The Kentucky lligh School Press Band of the Oregon National By United Press International Robert White, Fulton, members arms and neck by Communist
The atomic beam machine or of the board of regents of Mur- bullets as he swam across the
Association made four awards to Guard and conductor of the Salem
atomic clock used by the Nation- ray State College. They acre Spandau Canal. He fought desperDiane Larson, Andrea 'Sykes, Phil- Elks' Hand.
lip Sparks and Kathleen Springer
In addition to his duties as solo - al Bureau of Standards in its ra- named for four-ear terms.
ately for his life today in a - West
for ittatanding service in scholast- cornetist and conductor of the dio time transmissions has an acBerlin hospital folowing emergen.
plus
or
minus
curacy
of
1.5
parts
pro
ic journalism and yearbook
hand's Ceremonial Detachment,
IN .HOSPITAL
cy auPgery.
auction. Larson and Sykes were Mr. Finlay has composed numer- in 100,000.
Mrs. Fred Butterworth who has
The official East German news
for the newspaper; Sparks and ous mar:hes and cornet trios which
keen very ll for the past month agency ADN, in a statement from
Springer for the yearbook.
the band features extensively in
is a natient in Room 903 of the the East German Interior MinisGREAT SCOTT
its tours. Ile is a member of KapMemphis, try,. said one border policeman
Baptist Hospital
in
pa Kappa Psi, national honorary
Tenn. She has shown slight im- -was killed and a second severely
band fraternity, and Phi Mu AlLONDON TM' - The London provement. She and her husband injured "through the criminal bepha. national honorary' men's mu- Evening News today printed a own and operate Butterworth's havior of the Westt police."
sic fra tern it y.
banner headline reading: "Great Grocery at Stella. They have one
Scores of East and West BerMr.; Finlay is being brought ' Scott!" lie's Off."
daughter. Anita, age six.
liners watched the gun duel.
The Murray ,Iligh Art and Industrial Arts Departments will
have their annual Exhibit Sunday,
May 27. from 3 to 5 p. m. in
the Arts Building.
.
Both Janitor and Senior High
exhibiting
oil
Sim-teats will be
and watiscolor paintings, block
printing, clay modeligg. sand casting, weaving. serigraphs. masaies,
•woodiworking. Ieath errs-ork.i ng,'me .....
lahvorking. mechanisal drawing,
elestricrity and elex-trosies. Tbe
public is iiAlted. .
,
rI

Open House Planned
At Pastor's ,Home

Guest Artist Will Appear In
Murray With Symphonic Band

I Memorial Poppies
Will Aid Children

MHS Seniors Are
Named To Society

East German Border
Guards Shot Down

'An

1

Ma
Crawford, senior 'at
Murr*- College Iligh, and daughter of Mrs. "Myra- Crisfortl. 205
N 147th, Street, hie; been awardsboi P moo •loorna t.1 anal
ed a -two hundred dollar
by
holar1.ship by the Kentucky Future
Homespakers of Amer-lea OrganizaWestern Kentucky os t 1 y tion. ,,
fairjand not quite so ;hot today,
114 Konilocky.,. Association has
highNn low 110s. Fair tonight and given twenty scholarships to outtaoatiy sunny Friday A little reel,"staNding senior girls in the state
tonight, low near 60. Not who have demonstrated leadership,
ter
touch change in. temperature Fri- ability, and interest- in'Future
day •
Homemakers of America and Home
Temperatures at 6 a m.
Ee' onornics. and -who desire to
Loins-vine 71
:major in home economics in colLexington 68
lege.
Cov ington 05
Mary Ann has not only been
1'301..1x+ 68
active in Future Ilimienukers of
Bowling Green 67
America, but in many other phases
London 69
of the s-ch ooI program, graduating
liopkinsville 67
as one of the honor students
Evansville, Ind , 618
She is planning to enter Murray
Huntington, W. Va. 70
State College the fall semester.

;

Voting Machines Are .
Ready For Election
,
Douglas Shoemaker, Calloway
County Court (lerk, announced
today that the voting machine in
the courthouse was now set for
operation.
Citizens are urged to familiarize
themselves both with the operation of the voting machine and
the ballot for the Democratic Primary' May 29th.

Alan Shepard
the first,
R1111 orbital.

irgil Grissom.
the second, also
saih-orbillal hop. •

John Glenn, the first
to orbit.
circled
the Earth three times.

GOING 'FOURTH -A couple of new wrinkles are added to the
newest U.S. /trate' hight, Scott Carpenter's triple roundtrip. His capsule will tow a balloon when it gets really- go-

Scott Carpenter, shown in
tra,iiilair is annul) for current,
go-around. Three orbits set.

ing, to measure drag at a hundred miles and more out. Also,
further information on weightlessness is to be gathered.
Carpenter's launch pail to NQ, a4, the same as John Glenn's.

•
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I
,

ra-7, was riding the waves near
the raft.
At 1:32 p. m.
the Navy

(FT).

BULLETIN
CAPE CANAVERAL I N Mercury space officials have
ordered an amph,bious plane to
pick up astronaut Scott Carpenter at sea. The plane reported that three paramedics era
with Carpenter and that he has
boom waving his arms at another aircraft circling the area.
plane reported aLer a close look
that Carpenter was "apparently
sitting comfortably in his raft."
Carpenter had embarked on his
space fastsf•nding mission atop
an Atlas rocket at 7:45 a. m. (LEST.
(Continued on Page 6)

Mew Coum Is
Taken, Medicare

Exhibition Will Be
Held On Sunday

Miss Many Ann Crawford

Vol. LXXXIII No 1Z3

Overshoots Site
By 200 Miles
But All Is OK

Regents Named For
Four Year Terms

r

1

Receivership
Is Lifted

Court Docket Is
Crowded In Court
Of Judge Miller

Judge Robert - Miller yesterday
held the weekly court normally
condusted on Monday. Following are the cases which came before the court.
Eugene Alton, Mu-rray, Breach
of Peace. Arresting officer, the
sheriff. Fined $1.00 and $20.50
costs. •
James Ed Thornton, Murray,
Breach of Peace. Arresting officer, the sheriff. Given five days
in jail, fined $1.00 and costs of
$20.50.
Tony Wayne Kilgore, Breach
of Peace. Arresting officer, the
sheriff. Given five days in jail,
fined $1.00 and costs of $20.50.
011ie Lane, Breach of Peace,
arresting officer, the sheriff. Fined $1 00 and costs of $11.00.
Charges against two other yours
for breach of the peace were dismissed.
Fred Dale Gibbs, failing to
support 'infant children. Arrestofficer, the sheriff. Bond of
$50 to appear on July 2.
Eleanor Iludspets, shoplifting.
officer
Arresting
sheriff.
the
Fined $1000 and costs of $20.50.
John Raymond Herning.
Arresting officer the sheriff. S50.00 bond to appear on May 23.
Omer Garner, public -drunkenness. Arresting officer the jailer. Fined $10.00 and costs of
$20.00.
Bobby Chester. Farmington route
one, speeding . Arresting officer
Trooper Guy Turner. Fined 410.00
and costs of $14.50.
Sliarold Karon Wyatt, speeding.
Arresting iifficer Trooper C. Stephenson Fined $10.00 and costs
of $14.50.
Roger I,. Burt. inadequate silencer. Arresting officer Trooper
C. Stephenson. Fined $10.00 and
tests of $14.50.
Willie Odell Reed, grand larceny. Arresting officer the sheriff.
Bond of $500 to appear on September 23

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

611

olto`t to push his medical
ill
care program through Congress.
He is attempting to have the public equate opposition to medicare
with a stand avinst the Social
Security program, including old
age pensions.
His discussion of Medical care
for the aged and attacks on the
plan by the American Medical
Association AMA dominated Kennedy's news conference Wednesday.
The President made it abundantly clear that he has no intention of accepting a compromise which would retreat Dom
his plan to finance medical tare
through Social Security taxes.
Heart Of Bill
"Social Security is the heart of
the legislation," he said. "That
would be just the giving up on
the bill and we don't plan to de
that.'!
Kennedy made two other point,
concerning the medicare battle
One was that the AMA is usin;
almost the same language, includ
ing such phrases as "cruel hoax,'
It) fight medicare that it employed against Social Security it
the 1930s,The second point wa
that he has no intention of proposing extension of the pendinr
program to include payments fat
doctor bills.
• Other Highlights
Other developments at the new
conference, Kennedy's 32nd tu
Washington Since taking office
.-lie believe. the • recently turr
blintz stock market will revers
itself over the "long haul': an.
follow the generally unprovin
trend of the overall national ecot

. -The .goverrsment is trying •
filed date the •entrance to 0
country of several thousand* re gees from Communist- China
der emergency. provisions of
Mce'grran-Walter Act usol, to .
u riga rsan and C
ma t
n C.
Agee'swoo- ._
,iislie knotlitts,
' vas
that American soldiers in TA
land were %.thivt. ammunitie
lie explained that because t
U. S. forces were in o /neon
country, they wore not carryit
loaded weapons, but that 81.1
ficient ammunition was availot
if needed in a hurry.
-Ile wants the recent W h It
House conference on labor ai
management repeated in comit
months to discuss basic nation.
problems more than muuediat
(Continued on Page 5)
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Quotes From The News

PIIMILESIIED by LEDGER & TIMM PUBL./Wu:WO 00•Mtbapg. Issie
Omoretoreibe et lbe lam" Lesiva, lb, Caeloomer 73E264 Milk lbw I
Thom-aimed. Osirslimir
1110114 and SW USA LANISSIkki.. &ORM

The. hospital did not say whethtilll
sleeping pills could have caused
WASHINGTON itiPU — The wife the "medication reaction."
of li-2 pilot Francis Gary Powers
has been discharged in good physical condition after treatment for
SURVEYING MISSILE SITES
"igagtritis due to a medication reaction" according to Georgetown
WASHINGTON
— The ,CnitUnivensity Hospital.
ed States is surveying locations
Police said when she was ad- for missile launching sites in
mitted last Friday' that she had the Hawaiian tslarid. Alasikc anti
swallowed about 28 sleeping pins. Guam, wcording to the Air Fore&

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
— Mrs. Scott t arpenter on -plans
:‘, ‘vatell her husband'. orbital launching:
"I really wane to see it. There's nothing at all like it—
stand on the beach and see it gti up and.,„tS prayerful at Leelisra le Ibe agems.
sot /se So but So. _male of the .cross

• 11142..

\\ \\ FI \

4,uacs C. Erawais, romiskisa

'We semoree
tient ta need any Advertising.
er Polka Weis* Items whaele. in sew suites.
asoases.
Orr
Mout 4
SATKEKAL ISPRITSENTATIVES: WALLACE wrniza clCk.
KSON,
- S or. Ross Barnett advising a cis il
Mother Am., blempbss, Tom.; Tban Os Lb Bldg. Mem Polk MU
It. • conference :
Illagissmos
Detroit. Mien.
Seinsi at lbs Peet Office. Malay. Kentucky, ha-lesesnienen 110 - 'ii raining is the liackhone (If endeavor. - We trained
Second Oa% Mauer
fleet
the -freedom 'riders and as a7 result they went aw a%
•
,
and disamiointed."
SUBSCRIPTION RATES; By Car-ter In Murray, per WSSIE Ile. per 'humiliated
semi* an la Cailwomy end adjoszung senaintes. pie jest.
-- --815.wire. U
"THURSD.\‘' - •

Nl.\Y 2

NEW YORK — Police quoting Kevin I leimel, 16. arrested tvith another teen-ager for the fatal shooting of a church
rganist;
"We hail to kill somebody. We only kill people between

191 ,2

Ten Years Ago Today

.he

NOW WINO Mit INUItS0AY—Ella scheduled three-orbit
flight postponed for the fourth Urns—this Unis to Thursday. May 24—astronaut Scott Carpenter (left) and his
backup plIcit. Walter Sehlrra, discuss the latest turn of
events at Cape Canaveral. lla.

ages uf 15 and 50."

Ledger and Times File

tow e&ndatorad

* ENDS TONITE
Angie Dickinson in
"SINS OF RACHEL
CADE"

BERLIN — An East Berlin border guard. asked by West
Berlin pclice. to stop shootiirg at a 15-year-old boy swiniming
Funeral tours ices .r I.
c i ..
ii55 in lie held to- 'cross the border:
day at the Cherry Corner Baptist
"Shut in.. rvi,ii w ;II be the next."
hurch with Rev. 1. E.
Nlfrollough and Rev. I larold Lassiter officiating.
- - "she United States Army i. planning to form a recreationof borne talks.
al area tin Kentucky Lake, according to iniiirination receited
Mr. and Mrs. Wayland Mitche.11
today from haul Gfiolson• secretary of the Chamber of Comand daughter ‘,1 Paducah were
e.
Sunday afternoon callers of rei -itlyes.
i lcnr ltarrttu , age 6.6. pa.-ed awiiy today after an tillWednesday afternoon caller, f
months, Funeral ser cc tjil !w; held tons,,rrow
Mrs. Ophelia Bazzell were
at the lia/el Baptist Church.
David Reeder and children, Mr,-,
A special program to raise moncy,- "I lobo \1eek". is being
Robert Guthrie. Mark Heyd.!:,
nneil..by the Mnrray Training Shoo! Future Homemakers
Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Bazzell'of Mrs. G. L. Baize!' and Tomno
California are visiting home fors. and evening guests
at \ii1cries.
were Mr.
Sunday guests of Altie and C r- Mrs. N. E. Bazzell. Mr.
and M: lene Lamb were Mrs. Hattie V;at- Lyman Dixon, Robert L. Bazz,
.
s..n and children. and .friends. Miss and Anita Butterworth.
Ruby Turn.-: a nd -Miss Lettie
Miss Edith Duncan of Padoca!I
.
Mills.
was a Sunday caller of relative,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Barnhill
Mrs. Effie Garland is a patier!
and ciuldrin were Sunday guests at a Mayfield hospital.

in

STARTING FRIDAY!!
ADM: ADULTS
7k — CHILDREN. Under 12

f.

ITS PEOPLE...1TS

POWER
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surge across tbe screen in the

PASSkb;S

,electrIfying
drama of the revolt that shook a civilization...
thelove that defied a world!

News

nn, (.1 ,,„

•

25e

Weekdays - Open 6:30, One Show Only at 7 p.m.
Sat. and Sun. - Continuous From 1:00 p.m.

TECHNICOLOR

Coldwater

MOM.•

1961

MRS. POWERS DISCHARGED

Read The Ledirer's Classifieds
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, TOO MUCH TOGETHERNISS

*PLUS SECOND FEATURE*
•

They Used A Weapon No Badman Could—SEC

MADISON, Wis. 1/11 — t'onstable Ehner Beale said there's
nothing wrong with a boy and girl
holding hands while driving — as
long as they're in the same car.
Beale ticketed George Kauffman. 19. for holding hands with
his girl friend while he was p.s.sii another moving

tbe t;me ts; visit tour !GA
INc
' Food Store to acquaint yourse!f w,th
rany values you will find on
cl outdoor food favorites.
a,
Choice Tablente meats, fresh, cisa
fru.ts and vegetables are (eel to
rake meals more eniovabli,
mer...Indoors and ci,..t!

r
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A Am NOSS FIJI PROC...

- EASTMAN COLOR

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

Sample Ballot
Prilliar
f:f r AT'tlen
1_, A )sturf cc

29.

1969

lavor,

ftenellgy

iCOLVIIIII 11)

COLUMN it

.

I
Swift's Toppy
BACON

lb. 35c

Premium All-Meat
WIENERS

:wif:'s

WINNE — BO •
12IOU IIIST II
\ SWING FM FITE
17
,TO MUTH!
a MU SM11:11 LIFT
a

,u1 '1.19

..OLCsel i,

1

DEMOCRATIC
NOMMY ELECTION

11•Y Is. Ise

MAY lc

DR TIONNAAJ4 J.

FORE-QUARTER __ lb. 19c
Cookies. New Nabisco
"CHIPITS"
rk-2: 49' HIND-QUARTER _ _ lb. 29c
,
_ _ _ _ tall can 59
_
_ _
PINK SALMON, Harpoon
39e
POTATO CHIPS, IGA large twin pack _ _
full qt. 49c
COOKING OIL. IGA Table Rite

icoLtle• Si

•

REPUBLICAN
SMART RIETION

SWIFT'S YOUNG TENDER
MUTTON SALE
Approx. IS Lbs. To Quarter

Maxwell House

COFFEE

pkg. 39,

•
111 111111 VIIIII ii
11 INC NEIN
IN WM 1111 MUT MI
LIME NM li
MINI —0
•

Naafis

a

JAMES LOGAN

•

Delk

0.
•

•
THRUSTON S.

United States Senator

Norton

(5 ate For One)

•

AFTER MARKING YOUR BALLOT
leen beers la Voile Panto
„
Mit Crosses Storhey Uks Ilsh
DON'T PUSH THEM BACK
Thu alecifiee Dees This Ter Yee sad Clews Noll Mr Next Veer.
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DOLBLE STAMP PAYS!!
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ENTIRE FAMILY!
SWEET ONIONS,New texas
IDAHO POT4%,TOES
LYNN GROVE CAGE EGGS

NOSLI J.

A

EVERY WEEK UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
Redeem sour stoimps in our store. hinny premiums on display. Absolutely no redemption problem for YOU. We take care of everything'
Theusands-of-pretwiums to choose from. Premiums to please the
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PACE THREE

Disenchanted Casey Up Early To Track Down
Guy Who Says,"There's No Plarl like Home

JG MISSILE SITES

roN

IUPD — The.Uniti surveying locations
launching siteo in
Islands, Alaska an
ling to the Air Fore

•• By MILTON RICHMAN

Kansas City A's, 13-7; the BostianICharles connected for the AthletRed Sox knocked over the Min- leg,
is nesota Twins, 6-1, and the WashEnd Losing Streak
getting up, bright and early today
The Red Sox ended an eightington Senators downed the Los
to track down that smart aleck
by I r it'd Pr,aa leaterratirotpl
Angeles Angels, 7-2. Rain washed game losing streak by raking
. who would have everyone believe
AMERICAN LEAGUE
out the Detroit-Baltimore game, - three Minnesota pitchers for 13
'there is no place like home.
T.11111
NV
Pet. o B.
Bob Skinner's triple with two hits, including homers by Gary New York
22 13 .629
Casey thinks that's just a lot of
men on base highlighted a four- Geiger and Ed Bressoud. Earl Cleveland
22 14-.611
sentimental nap. In a way, you
run first-inning rally that staried Wilson was the winner with help Minnesota
23 16 .590 1
can't blame him.
the Pirates on their way against from Dick Radatz in the seventh. Baltimore
19 17 .528 34
He came home Wednesday night
the Cards. Harvey Haddix, the Rich Rollins' seventh homer ac- Los Angeles
18 17 .514 4
to Glendale, Calif., for the first
first of three Pittsburgh pitchers, counted for the Twins' only run. Chicago
20 19 .513 4
time since last winter and among
Four errors by the Angels made
was the winner and Larry Jackson
Detroit
16 17 .485 5
lothOse who were delighted to see
cakewalk
for
the
Senators,
a
loser.
It
the
Kansas City
18 22 .450 61
him were the Los Angeles Dodgall
their
runs
in
the
who
scored
Get Thirteen Hits
Boston
14 22 .389 81
ers, who promptly hung a 3-1
The Phillies pounded five Giant first three innings. Harry Bright Washington
10 25 .286 12
shiner on his New York Mets to
pitchers for 13 hits, including six drove in three runs with a triple
Wednesday's Results
climb within 11 games of the
off loser Mike McCormick. Don and a single for the Senators. New York 13 Kansas City 7
National League lead.
Demeter drove in three runs to Billy Moran collected four of the Boston 6 Minnesota 1, night
Fine way to welcome a fella
help send the Giants down to nine hits off winner Pete Burn- Cleveland 5 Chicago 4, night
home,•wasn't it? The inhospitable
their sixth loss in eight games. side but "gave" Washington two Washington 7 Los Angeles 2, night
Dodgers did the job up brown.
The losers didn't help matters any runs in the second when he missed Detroit at Baltimore, ppd., rain
First they let Casey sample some
either, committing four errors. Art touching second base on a doubleToday's Games
of that good home cooking. They
play ball.
Mahaffey was the winner,
Kansas City at New York
even sat back quietly while many
former
his
held
Ken Johnson
Minnesota at Boston
of his Glendale neighbors among
Red teammates to five hits in
Los Angeles at Washington, night
the crowd of 19,985 at Chavez
gaining his second victory for the
Detroit at Baltimore, night
Ravine greeted him and cheered
Colts. Bob Purkey suffered his
Only games scheduled.
him before the game.
first loss of the season after winThen The Works
ning seven straight. Carl Warwick
Friday's Games
Then they went out and gave
Detroit at New York, night
and Al Spangler drove in Houshim the works, coming up with a
ton's runs.
Baltimore at Boston, night
pair of runs in the eighth off ex Warren Spahn won the 314th
Minnesota at Chicago, night
teammate Roger Craig to break
game of his career and fifth of
Cleveland at Washington, night
Twilight League
a 1-1 tie. Ron Fairly's sacrifice
season with a five-hit effort
Los Angeles at Kansas City, night
M
May 22. 1962
fly with the bases full scored the the
the Cubs. Roy McMillan Caldwell Used Cars
against
11
1
tie-breaking run and another run
who
Braves,
homered for t h e
7
5
Pinsters
came over when Frank Howard
clinched the game with two un-1 Peoples Bank
5
7
NATIONAL LEAGUE
hit into a fielder's choice.
earned runs off Glen Hobble in Ezell Beauty School
W T.
Ci
8 Te
4
Don Drysdale stopped the Mets
Hobble, who has yet to Brandon Bros. Used Cars . 4
Francisco — 28 14 .667
sixth.
San
the
8
on four hits, striking out seven win a
game, suffered his sixth Murray Beauty Shop
26 15 .634 11
.. 3 9 Los Angeles
and walking only one for his sixth
23 14 .622 21
defeat although yielding only five
St. Louis
High Team Single Game
victory compared with three de20 16 .556 5
hits.
758 Cincinnati
Pinsters
feats.
19 111 .528 6
Wins Eighth Straight
742 Pittsburgh
A sidelight on the game was
17 22 .436 91
Dick Donovan ran his record to Caldwell's
730 Milwaukee
Craig's valiant efforts to keep the
16 21 432 91
Philadelphia
8-0 for the Indians even though
High Team Three Games
fleet Dodgers from running wild
16 23 410 101
White Sox entered the ninth Caldwell's
2160 Houston
on the bases. After Maury Wills the
lead, Pinchhitter Al Pinsters
12 22 353 12
2070 New York
ig singled in the third inning, Craig with a 4-3
13 26 333 131
Luplow led off the ninth with a Murray Beauty Shop
1974 Chicago
threw over to first baseman Ed
gian
,
home run and Chuck Ess
High Ind. single Game
Bouchee nine times to keep Wills
Results
Wednesday's
followed with his 11th homer to •Joy Johnson
172 Milwaukee 4 Chicago 2, night
from getting any ideas.
keep the Tribe within a half- Nita Emerson
171 Houston 2 Cincinnati 0, night
The Met pitcher finally balked
game of the first-place Yankees. Mildred Hodge
170 Los Angeles 3 New York 1, night
Wills to second from where he
Donovan. nicked for 10 hits, in-! Gladys Etherton
170 Pittsburgh 6 St. Louis 3, night
scored the Dodgers' first run on
eluding a homer by Al Smith,(
Hiah Ind. Three Games
Jim Gilliam's double.
Philadelphia 10 San Francisco 7,
gave way to Bob Allen with two Judy Parker
472
Bucs Beat Cards
night
out in the last of the ninth. The Mildred Hodge
461
In other National League games,
loser was Dom Zanni, victim of Anna Huie
460
Today's Games
the Pittsburgh Pirates snapped the
the two ninth-inning homers.
Philadelphia at San Francisco
Top Ten Ind. Averages
St. Louis Cardinals' six-game wina
equalled
Rookie Joe .Pepitone
169 Chicago at Milwaukee, night
g ning streak. 6-3; the Philadelphia
Judy Parker
major league record by hitting Mildred Hodge
158 Pittsburgh at St. Louis night
Phillies handed the first-place San
two homers in one inning for the
157 Cincinnati at Houston, night
Jo Williams
Francisco Giants their third straYankees in their victory over the
153 New York at Los Angeles, night
Anna Huie
ight defeat, 10-7; 4 he Houston
A's. Pepitone's pair came during Murrelle Walker
1481
Crali blanked the Cincinnati Reds,
Friday's Night Games
a nine-run eighth inning rally
146
Joy Johnson
2-0, nd the Milwaukee Braves
that made reliever Tex Clevenger
145 Chicago at Cincinnati
Katherine Lax
bent
e Chicago Cubs, 4-2.
•
the winner.
144 Milwaukee at St. Louis
Nita Emerson
The Cleveland Indians defeated
14044ittsburgh at Houston
the Chicago White Sox, 5-4, in
Snow
Phil
Blanchard
and
John
Linzklell
139 New York at Los Angeles
the American League; the Now also hit homers for the Yanks Gladys Etherton
130 ' Philadelphia at San Francisco
York Yankees overpowered t h ewhile Manny Jiminez a n d Ed !Jenny Humphreys
I satod Pre.,International
0 Disenchanted
Casey Stengel
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WF FEATURE SWIFT'S PROTEN BEEF GUARANTEED TENDER BY SWIFT'S AND JOHNSON'S

ROUND STEAK
SIRLOIN STEAK
CLUB STEAK
T-BONE STEAK
CHESTNUT BACON

lb

HAMS ____

Whole or Shank - lb.

COOKIES

10-oz. pkg. I

PEACHES

RINSO BLUE
Miracle
S
i

giant

size

59 SOUP

eW6ifESSINfi

pt.

2

29°

'

IN

VOTE ON MAY 29th.
(This Ad Paid For By Friend' of Frank Stubblefield)

PORK

25`
)
1(
5gc

can4

PEARS

No. 21 can

COFFEE

39

le hE LARD

MAXWELL HOUSE
With $5 Purchase

4-1b.

2

LB CAN

ctn.

99(

Blue Label

pkg. 15e

KARO SYRUP

19,

Blue Bonnet

3( ans 25e

MARGARINE

3 jars 25e

KATSUP

2 11)s 49e

American Beauty

BABY FOOD

79r

WESSON OIL Family Size

Th-,)1 29e

Pal

PEANUT BUTTER

3

25c

Charm in

TANG

14-oz. 69e

TISSUE

JUMBO PIES

12 for 39(

POTTED MEAT

6 aits 11.39

3-11). jar 890
CANS FOR

4 rolls 29"

Red Crown

2 for 19"

Dixie Belle

CRACKERS

1-1b. 19"

Diamond

2 for 45e

TUBE TOMATOES _ _ _
BANANAS _
——— ——
LEMONS
LIMES
CANTALOUPES
—
POLE BEANS —
SQUASH

_ _ 80-count 10"

NAPKINS

10'
__

POUND 10c
DOZEN

PURPLE HULL

PEAS
2 POUNDS

19'

35'
3 10c
39'
1.9c: CORN
6 2(5
lb. 25c
YELLOW

EACH

POUND

EARS

JOHNSON'
"FINE FOODS FOR FINE FOLKS"

-r

.......•••••••••••11•Mell-

Cans

Rosedale

Van Camp

AMIIMITON

igc

ip

TUNA

**'

25

Campbell's Vegetable

METRECAL

•i •

— lb.

No. 2; can

BISCUITS

HE HAS SERVED US EU .. LET'S liffP HIM.

—

Freestone
t

Strained

A PROVEN CONGRESSMAN

$1•09

49c PICNICS --

Strietman's Butter

PORK & BEANS,8-oz. can

Frank A.Stubblefield

LB

Fresh Pork

Van Camp

4

LB

4q° TOPPY BACON

Swift's Premium Fully Cooked

MARSHMALLOWS

A Home Boy To Congress

LB

CHUCK ROAST 39%-•49

Curtiss

LET'S RE-ELECT

69c
89c
99c

LB

s
^

•r

u..

)41tt

toOUR

THE
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Household Hints

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen - PLaza 3A947

•• •
Rules for decorating a youngster's room: make it colorful; plan
a.toddler from falling
keep
To
it to be adaptable to fast-changing
slippery shoes, apply a
needs; and make it as indestruct- in new,
piece of adhesive tape both across
ible as possible.
and down the length of the sole.
•••
•••
To slice Brazil nuts thin for a
garnish, first parboil them for a
For convenient under-the-sink
few minutes, then slice with a products storage, cover a lazy
vegetable peeler.
ausan with washable adhesive
•• •
plastic paper-Then place supplies
If candles are stored in tht:rt7
the
.

Veltga4rAte
Social Calendar

frigerator for 24 hours before us- finger, and the revolving shelf
ing, they will not drip and will brings a needed item to hand
without the usual search.
burn evenly.

6NEDDiNG TEARS COYILS
NATURALLY TO THE WOMEN

•
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IERY

6:15

OPENING
JUNE 7tIvI I
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-- ---MU_R---RAY Drive
.In Theatre
OPEN

ROLLERDROIWE c

iptitt,i;

CHICAGO MK - Weep some
more, tpliacly•--when you're watThursday, May 24
B. Littlet,,t and R
tt Wyman% ching
those tear-jerking flickers.
The Magazine Club
Meet
•••
In fact. you can weep bigger
a Mlle home of Mrs. W. E. NitsThe Crafts Club of the Callochke at 2:30 p.m. Mrs. Ralph way County Homemakers Club and better tears if you're under
30-and science will understand.
Woods will give theprogram.
will meet in the assembly
The free-flowing tear drops are
• ••
of the Extension office at 9
.
1 just
another sign of being a norThe Jessie Houston Service
•••
Club ot the Supreme Forest
The Annie Armstrong Circle of' trial girl, say researchers tor an
Woodmen Circle will meet at the the Hazel Baptist Church WN1S )3,ye drop company.
home a( Mrs. Hazel- Tutt, Benton will meet at the home of Mrs.I \Research shows females cry
naturally. But women from
Road, at 7:30 pm.
Mary Turnbow at seven o'clock
• ••
age I until about 30 have more
in the evening.
tears
n others. Far more than
"
•
The Zeta Department of the
men in the same age bracket.
JOINS HEALTH GROUP
Murray Woman's Club w.11 have a
Beyond age 30, the tearful batUNITED NATIONS, N.Y. tin potluck supper 'a: the
tle ot.the sexes ceases. Males weep
house N1‘.ngelta became the 110th
mem- '
at 630 p.m. Hostee-....•es will be
her ot the U.N. World Health as much-or at .least at the same
Stet-dames H. J. Bryan. Stark ErOrganization Monday. the UN rate--as females.'
win, Louis Charles Ryan, John
Otflce (of Legal Allams annour-eg
Ed Scott, Ace SicRey- nolds. Joe here

[

Read today's Sports

7:15
e••••- -•

TON1TE

"ONE (1), TWO (2), THREE (3)"
FRIDAY

4

and SATURDAY
11

Irr;
r..r.

TWO BIG FEATURES
!ddint
TED FOlt FOOD POISONI
f about 600 persons mad violeatts.$111 by
an. one er%
eoisoning following a lively Armed F i.ve Day dinaier.at,
JAC/S.5011, Ls arried into the Baptist aiiate:!..i..u. L:Veiti,Lie,
There wet e no reported'

r
/

(.00 TR

AllOifittillPHY JOHN SAIN
• 0
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Mid/i
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00
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uleriliT • irrutr 0.00,55) r
0
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10000C•11 • 1106(0' at
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* FIREWORKS MEMORIAL DAY !!*

WITH BODY TWO DAYS-Reported missing and found in
a room with the body of a
stabbing victim In Loa Angeles, two-rar-old Albert
Juarez Hansen is held tightly by his mother, Mrs. Esther
Hansen. The baby and the
bogy of Mrs. Margaret Ortega had been In a room behliel a grocery store two
days. The door to the room
had been nailed shut.

STARTS SUNDAY

CO4f/iv(77." ME:411STLER1

,(1

REE
With Every

Drycleaning Order
of s3.j95 or More
Cash and Carry or Pickup
By Our Efficient Drivers

Here's the once-a•year4i/elety4ale you've been MAIM forl
Its. your opportunledttlurt*tiorialfy WitIver!iaed,'first
.; quality Sear-flesii•Sid Ful1,113likiiitIrelatiarier,bCisiery at
101141.0W,PRISES. Replenish your hosiery vtardrobe eith
these extrt style's ancrafre y671615.0 *Netting Or retenember he women .11 your gift list ... plan ahead and
: SA'! Don't miss this finest hosiery sale of the year, but
"le:Amber, the
s en" Pa,
n
`. Come In todayl

I.

•••• 111;011.1.10"...•
.0

Household flits
.,
horratiorrol
OW sited
Keep potted hydrangeas in
cool. well-lightod spot and watc
twice a day when in bloom.
• •
,
At the first sign of wear. stitch
bias tape to the bottom and top of
bath t (wets. This treatment will
lengthen their time of use.

the botile77fore closing. Excess
polish p events the cap from clef.
in
pug(
lb huitiperly. Air thickens the
I.

t

J

,• ,.n.•••••

.••
African violets, prefeg warmth,
fr
om from drafts and no direct
sun
summer. Water from below
and
pty out excess water when I.
top
ilage mei moist. Water on
jurious.

•11

•

NO-SEAM, Nude Heal, or Re-enforced
Heel and Toe. In Plain, Micro or Stretch

•

lar $1.35
Fag
,

VAIN SEAM, 1 Denier, 60 5auge or
3C Denier, SI Gauge

$1 09
•

3 Sei•15
pal"

Ovi.k•IHEANtE STRETCH No S•aJol

4:411STIP

JEFFREY'S

sii•siolor

NO.SEAM R.-onforced Heel and 70e

Littleton's"' ""

PAJAMA & DUSTER
SETS for the GRADUATE

\1 n%
ft II

a

SALE PRICES •

MeCais

kI

10,V41.

".

5'

s,

I

drar

111611011 ,
4•
*

Keep a coffee can key on your
key chain to use as a screwdriver
Empty or rep ce vacuum cleanfor those small emergencies which
strain patience and break finger- er dust bags frequently. The
- ..
machine will per
m better and
nails.
you May avoid a b47ed-out
•• •
Patch a ;cake garden h se with
pliable neg paint.
•.•
! When buying furniture a long:(nge plan based on your family's
eels is your best guide Don't
, concerned about what's rash. eable.
•••
Teseo show it costs less. to open,
• refrigerator door a few times
• r longer periods than it does to
,den it often for short periods.
•••
Use a hand grater to scrape
.rned toast. The burned *pole
rub off.
• ••
A monochromatic color scheme
s.f‘
. one color in a
variety of
...Ades and tints. A monochramattc
: •om is resttul and looks larger
than .1 is.
• ••
Wa5n walls from tne• bottom up.
Dribbles of cleaning solut:hn on
dirty v.-alls make streaks tnat are
hard to.take out. The easiest way:
use a sponge and liquid wall
cieaner. No rinising.
• •••
To keep baby's rubber pants
ft and odorless. rime them regorly in a baking -soda solution.
•••
If nail polish thickens in the
-*tie, cap it more closely. - Afti
manicure, try dipping a c,t:
ib in poli,h remover and runng it around the inside of the
...le cap and on the threads of

•

FriFuL BUV1NG DAYS!
I lU

6

r Ill I Rvi///

DEALERS ONE-STOP SHOPPING CENTER

%tonta vonstrlible-r7cr- -417r has pan
a.
1 its trip! THI,r,
e'S get f-net bucke
.-es• '
,Id that fat o
sr-engine srari per that
Monza-!ng something special. If your
doe L bare C_.2, he'll tkladly orclzr IL
fleecy If Nova 4-Divor Seiler -This ore fits ble;
F''e I'e1 and "mallwit't eioal
Gets el kin it: et: rtittJ• from a gas-: •ppir.'
6.1 -tt never saw lurttry sr,3!ow cost

jr rkite7riacel

S.

•

•••...-...•••••••••••.

ifel if I 11.I. r Soth.
I hese
dayrf, you
••
ha i
to.
f•nd a trort•ii•
this
porular•pricrl '.i'•
• , 'f five
Chevr-let tali•nt 1 5' :!!
for
anyth:
r?r^t1

pet k Silver Dollar Erie
4.

10 D.AY .$PECIAL OFFER
•

Itke t"-it

YOCMy'Be:
-bagg*ve r•ons ci :

N ;mei_

May'21 ttN•rough May 31

hr thi.:
'-.m.461.1, s ay of ;.'r'ing.
Irrp^!a

••• -

;•-•••I

NE'S

—
'
"
4'

Ceiai and Carry
.
at Both Locations
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS

- COIN
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS

Main Plant - So. Side Square

13th and Main Street

Fast One Hour Service on Shirts and Drycleaning

el

hut

I

t i.

:s oto Ir-DOCIT

Am..=MEN
•

V
ARMY SECRITANY-Preildent
Kennedy 1,as appoipted
rug R.. Valve Iaboyel are
tary of the Army to succeed
Secretary Elvis Weir, who
Is resigning June 30. Van( e,
45, a former Navy destreN , r
lieutetiaiit, currently Is g, neral ednnsel In the Department of Defenee. He is a
Democrat, Is married to the
former Grace Sloane and the
father of five childten,
eluding 9-year-old teals.

1...f.outa Club
t

p
• ,It-r

•••

-

-ft.orimOrmr.3.

"Get in on Chevv's Golden Sales Jubilee at your local authorized
aII 0

Chevrolet dealer's

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET

al

• Murray, Kentucky
41h.

•
•

•

MAY 24, 1962

4
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* revolving shelf
ed item to hand
tat search.
••

SPORTS PARADE

NEW -YORK it1PD - Phil Moyer
of Portland, Ore., winner in 25
By OSCA- R FRALEY
the century a landed lady named of his 31 fights, will replace his
iUPI Sports Writer
Mrs. Herbert Wadsworth here de- brother, Denny, as Teddy Wright's
CANANDAIGUA, N. Y. len A dream came true today for veloped a stallion station for the opponent in Saturday's nationally
three kids from the sidewalks of benefit of the Army's cavalry re- televised 10-round fight at Madison 9quare Garden. Denny has
ew York in the Seneca country mount service.
an infected left ear.
Cousin To Secretor s,
the lriguois nation.
She was, in passing, a con.sin
Three Years ago they stood in to
(ENTERS HENLEY RACES
Senator James Wackiworth,
the middle of a corn held in this
lush green and gently rolling whose son succeeded Henry Cabot
PHILADELPI-EIA IlP11 - The Unicountry. Then it could have been Lodge as the U. S. representative
to the .United Nations. A gentle- versity of Peninsylvarua crew WI'
as if time stood Ain and Walter
compete in Britain's Henley 'ReButler SUB was sending his Indian man, it might be added, -who was
gatta on the Thames early in
allies down through the valleys referred to by the Soviet's Nikita
July. This will be the first apto harass the upper New York Khrushchev as "that big fat po- pearance
tato."
for Penn Oarsmen since
state settlers.
Family pride aside, the Wads- they won the Grand Challenge
Today, on those same fields,
worth family started the Genesee Cup in 1955.
alley opened a glistening $5 milValley trend toward breeding of
lion race track, the first new
SIGNS WITH KNICKS
franchise in the Empire 'State the Thoroughbred mare. In this
connection,
the
Finger
Lakes
race
since 1903.
NEW YORK iupo - John Rudotrack feels that it is one or the
'Three guys who used to play
Southern
few-if any-in the nation which rnetkin,
Oalifornia's
handball in the playgrounds of
really believe in the old racing greatest sconng star, has signed
Now York and dream of the time
hierarchy line about "improve- a contract with the New York
when they might hit it big. Which
Knickerbockers for the 1962-03 Nament of the breed."
all of than did. For now Arnold
Because since this track has tional Basketball Association sealirakower is an attorney who
son.
been in
i-cpresents many Hollywood per- of foals the ina.lciag, the number
raised in this area has
sonalities. Duke Manacher is a
BEGINS SUSPENSION
67 per cent and already
mg man in the retail coal and increased
this year is up 30 per cent again.
Tuel business. And the third,
LNGLEWOOD, Calif. IUP1 - JockPlans New Motel
Leonard Tuttman, is a man with
They aren't going to let it drop ey Danny Velasquez begins a fivehotel interests in New York and there.
This now track is situated day suspension today because of
Puerto Rico.
on 200 acres. There are 300 addi- careless riding. Hollywood Park
Fine Hay Country
tional acres where the manage- stewards set down Velasquez for
Three kids 'Mr-the sidewalks ment plans
a luxurious motel a violation during Saturday's‘utth
who hit big. And who will hit it complete
with Olympic-sized swim- race.
even bigger here in the fertile ming pool
as well as a pitch-andGenesee Valley which brags that pint golf
course to cater to those
it is finer hay country for homes who attend
the track's 100-day
/hail the blue grass of Kentucky meeting as
well as the casual
N,r any other part of the nation. vacationer
perennially attracted
Continued from Paw One
It is a provocative region, nth to this area by
its scenic wonders.
in history, and in scenic splendor.
Five miles from this new race
The three kids from the side- labor-crianagernent issues.
-.He would not be drawn into
track is the first of the six "Fin- walk's apparently have it made.
ger Lakes" which long have been Their plant is within whispering a discussion of the mysterious
a tourist attraction. There are 10 distance of the New York Through- death of Henry H. Marshall, Agstate parks where the last of the way in the heart of an ideal riculture Department official who
Mohicans became a legend, his- vacationland and somewhat mid- died from gun wounds while
toric old homes whose charm is way, between the thriving cities studying the affairs of Texas financier Billie Sol Estes. Tbe
cherished in treasured furnishings of Rochester and Syracuse.
President said a public judgment
and authentic architecture, stun"I can't believe it yet that of this particular aspect of the
ler theaters and scenic cruises.
we've really got it going," says tangled F-stes case should wait
The horse was here long ago, KrakON-er, the handball kid who completion of an inquiry by the
and again there is a connection became one of the nation's top f'BL
between the past and the present.. attorneys.
Because shortly after the turn of
Neither would the Indians.
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ONE RACK REG. $5.99 and $6.99

CHILDREN'S DRESS SALE

LADIES DRESSES

SALE $
SALE 3.00
SALE 4.00
SALE 5.00
SALE 6.00
SALE 8.00
SALE 9.00
SALE 10.00

SALE $5.00

LADIES' 60 GAUGE

HOSE

I LCIAL

2 $1.00
LADIES SEAMLESS
Plain or Mesh Wea%e

HEY KIDS!
IT'S FUN AT FIVE ...
liCHANNag

fP

•

FIRST QUALITY!

Y WITH

tat
CER

4,

•

with lush green pastures. cattle do not revitamins,
ceive their balanced daily requirements of
alone?
grass
minerals
on
proteins and

. . . C•en

AND FRIENDS

"CBS REPORTS"

BROADCLOTH
Good Asst. Colors

One Table
One Table

36"
Fast Color

Spring Knight
Solid Color

PRINTS

BROAD-

lit'

79'
)ctrd

CLOTII

ONE BIG TABLE

Pampered

SKIM !

HOSE

Spring and Summer

98c

YD

Powder Puff

TORICHT SEE:
ROTE I P4
BLOCK
37%

COTTONS
COLORS

59c 794
yard

Per Inch

"SHEPHERD OF
-THE HILLS"

oN
THE BIG SHOW SEE:
- "MEDAL FOR
•

BENNY"

•

it.)rhORROVil
AT 4:00 P.M. •

.
and

CORNO PROT'IN
MINERAL ILLIKK

COMPANY
or write NATIONAL OATS
Illinois
Louis,
E. St.

NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE

8c
•

yard

Summer

Wash And Wear Prints
SPECIALS!

64,

YARD

ITERIAL
(,pod Mat. Colors

Patterns

ONE BIG TABLE

DAN RIVER FABRICS

1.29
To

WRINKLE SIMI
DRIP MY

•

a

$1.99
I
-

•

• •

"esiewaisemak;;;Naiim-e
.
I 4••••••

•

4..

IS •
•

.0-

,4
•
.
6 106.1116
."
..

"YOUR FAMILY HEADQUARTERS IN MURRAY"

1.

Yard

'

Lk SETTLE

114 South 5th

• -1110.

ONE BIG TABLE

TWO BIG TABLES, VALUES TO 98c YARD

Materials and

MUSLIN

Ask Your Feed Dealer for

•

DRIP DRY

YARDS S 1.O0

PRINTS

At 9:00 Tonight

-a •

a,

Spring Knight

MILLION DOLLAR MOVIES

CORNO ALL-PURPOSE
MINERAL BLOCK
• • .
.
,•
Summer mineral feeding of livestijek is 'heroine:4c. a' "must" to efficicney-vidnded live- lock produecrs: Safeguards against costly . All PtIRPOS/
.painaseI-44,-...Helps redike calving.
MINERAL
.pisitlems -"rill grass consumption retiue(•
kIttireed -to iuttle, soVis.-101P.-r..---t--"••-f.- 1_ 11°9
_ ^ y
..tiok.p. .• •

!es

ONE BIG TABLE

AND

MATERIAL

.

.
1 41)•••••••••11,.

4

ONE BIG TABLE

Oil

CatIte receive balanced daily nutrient reMore catnewin be run on the
uiriments
ame pasture....Cows stay healthier:. eidVes
weigh 'fibre in .the fall.,. Economical cattle eat only up to Ifs pound a day.

-••

SALE $10.00

First Quality Seam

ONE BIG TABLE
Pasture Productivity Can Be
Increased 25(;.c-40cf, When
CORNO 37c'e PROTEIN BLOCKS
Are Fed Free Choice

•

LADIES DRESSES

79c

OW!..

01;- ‘

•Theie
to,
, this
'f. ttnit
for

ONE RACK $12.99 - $14.99 - $17.99 - $19.99

AS r

fv.i.4e DO YOU
KN

4.

SALE s8.00

SPECIAL!

yAsigEs DOODLE DANDy-Playing with unidentified children on the White House grounds in Washington. John F.
Eennedy Jr., son of the President, is placed atop Macaroni.
his sister Caroline" pony. for a ride. The photo was taken
outside the White House rrounds with a long lens.

•

2W 0.

79c
Loins' Nylon Stretch

1. %DIES DRESSES

Fast Color Prints

FIRST QUALITY!

590 pair

ONE RACK $8.99 - $9.99 and $10.99

ONE TABLE 36-INCH - REG. 39c

15 DENIER NYLON

HOSE

„$3,15

,t7

FIVE

BELK S
EkriTiroC •

One Lot Re.$ 3.99 - One Lot Reg. 4.99
One Lot Reg. 5.19
One Lot Reg. 7.99
One Lot Reg. 8.99
One Lot Reg. 10.99
One Lot Reg. 12.99
New Course. One Lot Reg. 14.99

•

1.0. •
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PLaza 3-3773
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Liftoff • • •

teased* Temperature
But Carpenter quickly corrected
this by stepping up the flow of
Continued from Page One
the cooling fluid in the suit. Ile
reported the teinpenature dropped
from &a to about 70 degrees. iniments than Clenn
sale to struments had
indioated his body
cram .Ito his (lath:
temperature went. above 100 deSmoothest Flight
grees. But that turned out to he
As though prxwingathat prastice
false.
makes onafect, today's flight from ; Said
Carpenter, "I feel very
the' otElsot Was the Atnoothest in
comfortable."
the liatiiry of :he Mercury manThe was things were doing. ofalapace proaram. The only delay
an the cote:Oman. 45 minutes. was ficials were strengthened in their
hope that the next manned igiace
eaise.1
a persistent ea,' 15morn- flight
could be lengthened to sia
,111i..; haze.
.
•
or seven :eats, with recovery in
The schedule caned ,for h;,: de-scent to sea 800 aides southeast,.the Pacifica near Midway instatil
of the Atlanic.
"ut the Cape around 12'30 o. m.
Later on. Mercury flights mill
(laaaTs
be stepped up to 18 orbits. These
At the qazt of his second trip
wall be followed, late next t'ataround, Carpenter released
mul- or early .n l964. %kith two-man
ticolored ivallism, the ate of a
flights up to a week in Comini
beaehball. .frzm what apace ofspace:rat'.
ficials called his 'orbital laboratora."
Skimped On Words
The objeet was to find out what
Less articulate than Glenn, who
area most visible in space. kept up 3 fairly steady patter
of
This will help when the .me , talk leavened with
humor, the
camas in the U. S. lunar project tough and 'aira Carpente
r skimped
ta couple maaeeraft a- ii rockets on words
in orbit.
Like Glenn. he felt no discomAT tone paint in his fie!! orbit, font from weightleasness,
the mace
51'n s:
fl- niments reported over 'condition vatsch induced nausea
in
Ass:all:a that Carpenter
space So let aismonaut Ghennan S. Titov
NILl sas heating up a late above in his 17-orkit
flight Aug. 6-7.
normal.
1961. Tit(a 's discomfort, how ever.

THE LEDGER & TIMES-.--MURRAY.
KENTUCKY
did not set in until his fourth launching said she seemed to be
sPrtrocitt
closest
to earth to 164
orbit and did not become pro- ''in orbit
herself."
The astronaut was working his
way around the world. At one
paint he feared he Was getting behind in his chores.
His first words after he leaped
into the sky at 7:45 a. in. (}WI'l
were "My status is excellent." At
the moment he was riding through thrust stresses which multiplied his 155-pound weight about
7,2 times.
As his ton-and-a -half spaceship
soared into orbit over Bermuda
at the start of this scheduled
three-orbit flight, the 37-year-old
Navy lieutenant commander laconically repeated that his condition was "excellent."
It was a perfect launch. As
Carpenter passed over Bermuda
his fellow astronaut. Virgil 1.
Grissom, reported from a control
station that Aurora-7 was in a
safe and stable orbit.
"Roger. sweet words," Carpenter rephed.
The plan is to bring Carpenter
down in the Atlantic about 800
miles southeast of the Cape around 12:30 p. m.
after a
flight in orbit of about 81,000

nounced until the eaxth.
Carpenter reported after going
in orbit. ''l aim weightless. 1 am
feeling good."
His first orbit was completed
about 9:19 a. m. iflaila but space
officials did not give Mil an official time.
He was scheduled to land in
the Atlantic about 1230 p. m.
(ESTI 1 30 p. m. (EDT) after completion af a third orbit.
Also Saw sFir•flizt"
Carpenter reported he, too, saw
the blobs id' light which Glenn
had, likened to -a field of fireflies." Like Glenn he spotted
them at sunrise over the West
Coast . He attempted to photograph them. Scientists are not
agreed as to just what the fireflies are, whether flecks of capsule point or condensation droplad from the jet control system.
Ground officials told Carpenter
to try a amidnight snack" of bitesized solid food over Australia
and he said he would. Glenn was
hinted to baby food from a
!squeeze tube. Today's flight will
help determine astronaut diets of
the future.
Carpenter's 34-year-old blonde
Scientists said Carpenter was
wife. Rents watched his takeoff flying
through space at 17.532
from the beach. Friends reporting miles an
hour in a path ranging
her happiness over the succesaful in altitude
from 99 miles at the

miles at apogee.
As Carpenter flew over Australia. information radioed from his
craft indleated the temperature
in his space suit was 82 degrees,
a little above normal. The astronaut sought to lower it by increasing the flow of cooling fluid
in the suit system. Ile was instructed to limit his movements
in order to keep the temperature
down. Minutes later the pilot reported conditions had returned
practically to normal.
Carpenter was riding the same
space path carved out Feb. 20 in
John H. Glenn Ja's pioneering
flight. But unlike Glenn he was
reserving much of his time in
'flight for scientific experiments
his predecessor had no opportunity to make.
Out ca Carpenter's experiments
will come knowledge vital to the
future of U. S. manned flight to
the moon and beyond.
The tough, wiry ('arpenter. appearing as casual as any man on
the way to work, was sealed into
his bell-shaped cabin at 4:44 a. m.
taiT).

AMNON...

TTIT'Rqn).\Y

'1 \Y 24, 192

for the fiery descent through the times as the craft slowed (COM
atmosphere to splashdown in the more than 17,500 miles an hour
Atlanta..
to about 170 miles an hour in five
As expected, radio contact Was minutes.
lost during the descent because
At the same time, the temperaof ionization of the atmosphere ture built up in the air around
by the 3.000-degree heat generated the craft's blunt nose, blacking
by air friction.
out radio.
Officials concluded when conThe steeper.the angle of detact was not quickly regained scent, the quicker radio contact
that Carpenter's craft had come would be regained. When it was
in at an angle which meant he not regained as soon as hoped,
had overshot the mark,
officials realized the spacecraft
They estimated the overshot at had overshot.
about 20() miles.
At '12:35 p. m. they ordered
Planes With para-medics abozal 1, planes dispatched from the rewere dist:a:ached to search- for the 'covera fleet "to effect a recovcraft, preaumably bobbing in the ,ery.".
Atlantic.
At 12:41 p. m. (FS1'), with no
Officials said it would take word yet from Carpenter, one
them about an hour to reach the plane was within 120 miles of the
calculated landing spot,
estimated landing area. The planes
After firing of the braking rock- are SC-54 air rescue craft. Their
gts, sadloed....informatuat from tbiasopeed-is -about 175 andea-an -henna
-•craft showed this sequenae:
Carpenter had completed his
12:24 p.
spacecraft soaring first orbit at about 9:19 a. in.
over the Gulf of Mexico and in (EST) and his second
at about
contact with Cape Canaveral.
10:47 a. in.
About 12:30 p. m., Carpenter
was told as he sped over Florida
that sea landing conditions were
You can't buy freedom — but
ideal.
you invest in it, and in your Own
By this time the spacecraft waa security, whenever you buy a U.S. a
plunging into dense layers of the Savings Bond. Sign up'for regular
atmosphere and braking sharply, monthly purchases at your bank
Pre-estimates were that decelera- or where you work. And buy
faction forces would multiply Car- tra bonds during
the Freedom
penter's 155 pounds by about 7 112 Bond Drive.

Overshoots..
Continua() from Pam On.

after the smoothest countdown in
the history of the Mercury manin-orbit program.
A nAir Force search plane arrived over Carpenter's raft at '1:39
p. m. lEsn.
Two paraamedics, men with parachute* leaped into the sea to
attach a large flotation bag to Auroza-7 to keep it afloat and to
give Carpenter any help he needed while waiting for surface craft
to recover him.
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration estimated
that Carpenter's Aurora-7 spacecraft touched down about 12:41
p. m. about 1,000 miles _south_
ast of here.
The 37-year-old astronaut began
his 'flight, a fad-finding mission
in space, at 7:45 a. m. (EST). after
the smoothest countdown in the
history of the Mercury man-inorbit program.
At about 12:18 p. in. (EST). braking rockets to bring his craft
down from orbit were fired as he
Buying U.S. Savinia Bonds is approached the southa eat coast
patriotic and profitable. Buy them of the United States.
regularly where you work or bank.
He had reported everytking aIt's an investment in freedom.
board the craft in good condition
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CHOICE GRAIN FED BEEF
First Cuts

Chuck
Roast

LIQUID — — —

75e

— reg. size

• WITH AMMONIA
— reg. size

C

411 F

FAULTLESS - 12-0z. Zi CR)

ajoek c
war•

N

A

M !F
'K

PARAMOUNT r DILL CHI.PS. ,296
41
-s— — — — — --•
..
qt. jar

"
—4:00M1414:
J
SUNSH
.NE HYDkOX..

A
."
•

RFANS
tTSUP
k

ALMA LIMA

_

300

12-0z.

FULLY COOKED — —

c.3 $1.00 TOMATOES—
2 lb, 43' CANTALOUPES

—1— eci
—Rie

SQUASH

BOOK MATCHES

2.5c C
•a.

DIAMOND

—Fresh

YUKON - PLAIN or SELF-RISING

Fancy Home Grown —

Size

"adethe6,

89c

Flour

_
1

SPREAD KRAFT VELVEETA

2-Lb. Box

7W

3

VIENNA SAUSAGE

69c,

FOR

.2

KREY

CANS

3W

BIG BROTHER FROZEN - 6•11c.. Can
• 4r.

range Juice

1-LB.
TIN

CANS
•

39c

gth

•.--

-418,..te•b-

-.gni •
•••••44Nleflasts-.."1."40101k.

With
$5.00
Order
or..More
..do A

•

9

OPEN -FRIDAY and SATURDAY
NIGHT 'TIL 8:00

9 25

11 BAGWELL BLACKBERRY — 12-oz.

25"
2 lb, 29'

-45

ARROTS Fresh Texas — — 1 -11). bag 10
C

10-LB. BAG

can mg/ g •••••

STOKEIN TOMATO — 14-oz.

— 10

Carton DV

Pies

.1 1 -16. box

TUNA 2 69c
• •••

99c BOLOGNA 39 PICNICS

MORRELL CANNED - 3-1b.

SWISS MISS FROZEN — PEACH. APPLE and CHERRY

LIPTON INSTANT — — — small size

BREAST '0

39c

BCON

FIELD PRIMROSE SLICED

FRANKS

CHEESE

LIPTON - 4Ft's

'LIPTON

RIVERSIDE - Large 3-Lb. Bag

Miracle Whip

303 Can

111\0\ k \DI
T14,1/1 BAGS
TEA
TEA

SLICED

KRAFT. PINT

giant size

•

WORTHMORE - 1-lb. Pkg.

59c MORRELL SNACK
39,
59C MARGARINE
6z1c

CORN 1k29c
STA
•
N 11

lb

KRAFT PARKAY

— — giant size

I')' 11)1 OF 11.1 I •' 1/1S •

79c

giant size

— — — — ,,itint size

RI

sirilic 79

lb

_ lb. 49,

BREEZE
_ __
sILVER DUST
" I LX
t\
\S()
SURF
S\V

CHOICE GRAIN FED BEEF

Picnic
HAM

CENTER CUTS

LIQUID —

JONES' BOYS - 5- to 7-Lb. Avg.

FOOD
MARKET

19c
29

•

WE. RESERVE 1HE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
.s

•
•
it
.dlmeavoro

•

•
• ••

tarrer

...•••••••

•

•••••

•

•

a.

•
•
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•

1

•

•
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HELP

WANTED . I

BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

I

LOST

Lodger & Tunes

3-19111. Ledger
& Times

DRUG STORES
Ilcott Drugs

PL 3-2547

INSURANCE
Frazee, Melugin
Gen. Insurance
--

HL 11-111115 1

PRINTING

PL

FL 3-3415

PI. 3-1918

TYPEWIUTER RENTAL
AND 3ERV10E
Ledgy•r At runes ..

FOR LEASE, MODERN TWO Bay
service station in Murray. Excellent potential. Very low investment. Phone PL 3-5424.
tic

-

EMEDEGH3

itimo
s:===e•.=
.
1.e. rmas•=
:
1 .
7211
.
=

•

Pkg.
39
-- $1"

'nix,25°6
2lbs 2W
141°
-lb bag

HT
3

•

4

;:

ACROSS
I•Accorn' plishtnent
6-Preposition
9-Soak
It-Girl's natal*
I3-Silkworm
14-Perlod of
time
15-Fraglle
17-Chinese mils
la-Pose for
portrait
19-Beltish baby
carriage
21-Tnipical
fruit (pl.)
23-Instructed
27-Pronoun
28-1Iandle
25-Pair
31-Man's
nickname
34-Near
35-Weirdest
31- Negative
36-Obtain
41.0eeon
42-Coti.s
44-Three-toed
sloth
46-Plitcht of
Wens
43-Musical
Instrument
51-tilave
.;2•Parcei of
land
„.
33-Basehall
position
(abbr.)
55-Surrounded
59-Hall'
60-European
capital
62-Bacteriologlare sir*
63,"ihri.w.Th
64-Preposition
65-1•1a,es

1958 PONTIAC CHIEFTAN, four

New stock, good selection
House Trailers
$2995.00
10x47 Elcar
8x35 Marlette
1695.00'
8x40 New Moon
1575.00
8x32 La Salle
• 1495,00
8x31 Travel Hume .
1.150,011
195.00
Home-Made Trailer
Compare for Value
MATTHEWS TRAILER SALES
Paducah Road
Mayfield, Ky. Phone CH 7-9066
ni2oc

USED 36-INCH TAPPAN Electric
HOUSE PAINTING, Satisfaction range. Good condition. Telephone
guaranteed. Phone PL 3-5841.
m25c
PL 3-5203 after 5:00 p.m.
m24p

IAN FLEMING'S Greatest Thriller
t'„•

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

WANTED

3-1916

USED AUTO PARTS
Auto salvage - Hazel Rd
parts For MI 3,1,tde:si - PL 3-375a

FOR LEASE

BEEF

79

WASHENIGTON (ITU - The Cavil
Rights Commission sad Wednesday it will hold its fourth annual conference May 3-4 on "Problems of Segregation and Desegregation of Public 'Schools."

JUST ARRIVED

LOST: SMALL DUCK has strayed from home or been killed by
dog. If found dead or alive please
call Deborah Jo Tabers, PL 3-2580
or return to 1404 Vine.
m24c

OFFICE SUPPLIES

Ledger & Times

WILL HOLD CONFERENCE

PARTS '
FOR ALL ELECTRIC
shavers. Lindsey's Jewelers. 122a

FOUND

"41=••••,.•

6

Service, Thursday, May 24, 1962.
Kentucky Purcease - Area Hog
Market Report including 9 buying
'stations. Receipts Wednesday toi natal 453 head. Today barroys
and gilts are steady to 25c lower.
A few No. 1 180 to 220 lbs. $15.90
to $16.00. No. 1, 2 and 3 180 to 240
i 527-7955.
m28p
lbs. $15.25 to $15.50; 245 to 270 lbs.
FOR SALE
$14.00 to $15.25; 275 to 300 lbs.
11 CRUSHED ICE IN BAGS. IT 1 $13.25 to $14.75; 150 to 175 lbs.
cru
ulm
f
ol
gthIs
P
leIn
C
,T
CN
pa
Am
Bl
$13.50 to $15.25. No. 2 and 3 sows
ied
-fr-S
.: s
Sta
, in
fl ed
or 70);0102:.,
bsletast.i,Wnilis
zn
nonHaa
ed
l, Kentucky:1 300 to 600 lbs. $11.35 to 413.50.
•
m26c Boars all weights $8.50 to $11.75.
painted. Call PL 3-2450 or 492-*
2560 or see just beyond city limits
on Concord Road or 4i miles from
city limits on Hazel Highway.
tine

door hardtop. Red and white inside and out. Full power with
good tires. Good condition. Either
SPECIAL ON ALL SPRING Shoes take over payments or buy out
as low as $1 per pr. In basement right. For information call 436of Murray Hatchery.
m25c
m31c 3753.

YOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY

ADDING MAC.H1NES
and TYPEWRITERS
Sales & Service

Federal State Market New's

L

fiecesiary. $80 per week to start.
Write 608 W. Central Ave., May•Yeld, Ky, Phone247-60_13;....„......
m31c
-

investigations, confidentLADY TO CARE F0 R BABY
FOR RENT
1i PRIVATE
ial service. Jim Armstrong, Dial
. - hile mother works. 5 days
-‘
a
442-3186 or 444-6516, 208 North
week. Telephone PL 3-2809_ in25c
APARTMENT-5 rooms and tale 5th Paducah, Kentucky
tic
„
bath, vinyl tile floors, radiant
FOR THE BEST JOBS register heat, car
port, storage space, FOR EASY Q U IC K CARPET
with us, Commercial Employment
brick patio, 1324 Main, PL 3-3971 cleaning rent Blue Luster electric
.
•
Service. 208 North 54.h. lhal 442- Adults. No
'shampooer, only $1 per day. Crass
Pets.
II IS 3186, Paducah, Kentucky.
•
tic
Furnittn-e.
m24c
4 ROOM UNFURNISHED APT.
_____,,,,,,
with electric heat. Available June
i
wANTED: 2 MEN WITH CAM.
a
1st. No children. Call RJnald W. FARMERS: WE STILL HAVE A
to service 2400 established
Fuller Churchill, PL 3-2411 or PL 3- few bags of DeKalb seed corn on
(.3..toii.ers. Car a n d rely rences 2736.
hand, 805, 852, 1003. Murray Hatni26c
chery.
m31c

uy freedom - but
it, and in your own
ever,,you buy a U.S.
Sign up- for regular 0
lases at your bank
work. And buy exring the Freedom

1

WASHINGTON fuer - Chairman
Olin D. Johnston, DS. C., of'the
Senrate Post Office Committee toCay announced his group would
resume hearings Monday on the
administration's $691 million postal rate increase bill.

::n
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LOOK: GREEN ACRES TRAILER
Union City, Tenessee new
SALE
and used Mobile Homes, all sizes,
see us before you trade. J-19-C
1962 DODGE DART 440 TUDOR
hardtop, power steering and
brakes. V-8 with automatic transmission. Never licensed. 6,800 actual miles. Contact Robert 'Rice.
m24p
PL 3-4710.
1950 FORD 2-DOOR, V-8. Good
tires, runs good. If interested call
PL 3-5342 and ask for Mac Robm24p
ards.
ALMOST NEW 1961 DELUXE
Frigidaire Electric Range. Westinghouse portable dishwasher. Call
m26c
753-3674.

••••••••••

83 GALLON DE LAVAL MILK
bulk tank. Good condition. Reas• nable. Call Jacob W. Picktd,
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HELP nem'stuinect SCLEROSIS
HELP FILL THE MS HOPE CHEST
Send contributions to PAS c/o Postmaster

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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•
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4- Fla iiy **,.g
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TIONfE .AND GARDEN tours lasting from one to three
days have been announced in 10 Kentucky cities, all scheduled during Garden Club Week .in Kentucky, May 17-27.
With four chairmen of the annual Open House in Kentucky, Gov, Bert Combs examines flowers on the Capitol
grounds, which will be included in the Frankfort Open
louse May 19-20, Left to right are Mrs. Edward Hunt
Ray of Lexington, state chairman of the Open House tours;
Mrs. Sydney Sayre Combs, a member of the Garden Club
pf Lexington and co-chairman of the Open Hodse there:
Mrs. Louis D. Horwitz of the Franklin County Hememakers'
Garden Club, and Mrs. Edwin K. Suppinger of the Frankfort Garden Club, co•chairman and chairman, rc.pectively,
of the Frankfort Open House.,,
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24-Quota
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JONES CLEANERS
Phone 753-4542
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THE LEDGER a,TIMIES—
MURRAY, KIINTUCICT

tor the aged or "medicare
Becalk,e of the approach it , the program into
The
effect in Ken• mile is now before (ongreas in takes to the problem
and its many lucky.
the
form
of
the
•
King-Anderson weaknesses
and
disadvantages,
Bill 01114222). It has been the and
1! providei for increased fedsubject of much public debate and
e.11 mat.-hing funds • for medical
2. Because there is already a care under the
di•cussion.
federal-state oldlaw on the hooks and in operation :age assistance
program and auFarm Bureau has long had an which will do the job in the form
thorized a new matching grant prointerest in the proper care of of the Kerr-Mills Bill.
gram to cover costs of "medicalaged people and has devoted much
Let's take a brief look at what )y nee4" ,aged persons not restudy to the matter, as
evidenced we alreaty. have in the Kerr-Mills ceiving Milne assistance.
ledidty Feu Berme fed. 1
by our resolutions a: both
state Bill. 1: was passed in Congress I This program provides for greatQutte a play made in :he eus and national le‘els We are op- in 1960, and the Kentuolcy 1.egi-'er local control. It is administered
posed to the King-Anderson Bill sl3t'1
re enacted necessary state at the state level and is based on
these days regarding medical care for
two main reasons:
legislation. the same year to put need. It preserves the historical
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And Ycu Will See For
Yourself Why It Pays
to Shop at Liberty!

COMPARE OUR PRICES

co
to
I/1

•••••=111,

Bucys • ER FINE INISHES
Building
rimy with 27 Years
Supply Ilinhlang Experien
ce.

Air -Tight Wood Window Units Aluminum Storm Windows & Doors Birch, Beech and Luan Flush Doors.
See jimmy

623 S. 4th Street

Phone 753-5712

-etegf t/m -eatlez Less
AT...

,t

YOU GET THE LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
PLUS Stgeli GREEN STAMPS
WITH EVERY PURCHASE! REMEMBER, EVER
Y WEDNESDAY IS
DOUBLE STAMP DAY!

co

THURSDAY — MAY 2si.

organtzaaonal structure of federal, over Mr, whether
or not covered
state. counts. amid local community by Social Security.
The King contrA.
I Anderson plan would not help
The Kerr-Mills plan also takes I anyone not eligible for Social
into consideration that, by 1961, t Security.
53 per cent of our -senior citizens- were covered by voluntary NEW HOWITZER ANNOUNCED
health insurance and
—
prepaid
plaits, such as Blue Cross. To
WASHINGTON illNt -- The Army
date, approximately 70 per cent . announced Wednesday that it has
are covered by such vol nt ary I developed a self-propelled 105 !
health insurance plans.
rmlluneter Trowitzer which is amr Kerr-Mills furher provides for phibious and can Is.‘ delivered by
assistance to all needy persons parachute or helicopter.

We cnen at 7:00 a.m, and are
open every nite til 9:00 p.m. for
your shopping convenience. We

reserve the rigot to i•rnit quantities.

HAZEL HIGHWAY

MURRAY, KY.'

— WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES --

All Regular Sizes
with s I0,00 purchase
or more
Case of 24
plus deposit

SHOWBOAT - 16-oz. can

SERVE '0

9c

PORK & BEANS

DRINKS

DRINK
SOFTEE

TISSUE

4

ICE MILK
Peaches 4 s1

VANITY

half gal.
COFFEE

39*

FOOT

— QT. JAR

-2
4

PiIIburv 25lb. bag

SPRY

ipToN
TEA
'ub
T )" PN G
L

3 25c

1

All Vegetable
Shortening

SUPER - (Swint Pkg.

GODCHAUX

4

SUDS-

9

FASH.ON

lb

69`

FRESH SLICED

69*

PORK STEAK

LB BOX

LB. CTN

89*
59`

49?b

Fish Sticks3i$1

43'

lb

SHRIMP
SHRINP

2 L. Bo.9"
59`

TRADE WINDS BREADED

PKG

KRAUT
KIDNEY BEANS

2

-LB.
CAN

41)

LB BAG

GOODIUCK
OCE0

LB

99*
25*

491

COUPON

S & H GREEN
STAMPS
with this coupon and the purchase
LIQU:D - 22-oz. bottle

50

25*

si oo

17-0z
CANS

I

of

CHIFFON

37'

CHICKEN
A
B R RIBS

per

LIBERTY GRADE "A" MED. -7',

P f

EGGS 3Doz $1.00

AI
WA
iptim 1,111
417BLPTY

50

s&H

12-0Z.
JARS

BAR-B•OUED

ALL JERSEY SUNBURST

49"

LIBI-.R1Y

• - STAMPS,
with this coupon and purchase of
a package
BETTY CROCKER - 20-Oz. pkg.

BROWNIE MIX

— — — `LB _29e

.49 pREsERYEss,,Pqr,4 St
BUTTER Lb 69c
59e, P
OTATO CHIPSTI:D5re:
n PIC.

SUGAR

LIBERTY COUPON —

1

BOLOGNA

CHUNKEE'S

TRADE WIND BREADED - 8-01. Pk g.

,

Sato-- GREEN

AP

U.S.D.A.
CHOICE

Harts and-Colonial
- 13!3z..L6af - •

0041

15'

— — L6

WIN YOU

fa ti7 STRAINED

im ik
.3U

NICE

USDA. ROUND and SIRLOIN

n 16-0z. $100
U CANS
I

—6 Oz JAR

Cans

—

Whole or
Full Shank Half

Butt Half
lb. 59e

nc

VELVEETA

BABY FOOD

MEAT

L BS

HOUSER VALLEY SLICED RINDLESS

PEANUT BUTTER

!CHEESE
25
Biscuits 3 cEL

or,

UT JAR

$10°
3 LBs $10°

LIBERTY PIPE PORK

TRA-PAC

Miss Liberty
in Quarters

PLANTATIüs.

GERBER

35°

3

J OW EL
SAUSAGE

Reelfoot
Tender
Smoked

rilie DRESSING :..
E LsHETTI
i

FOLGER'S INSTANT

ACFtAMENTO

FLOUR

ROLLS

39`

SUGAR Cl RED SLICED

HAMBURGER (Nothing Added)

Half Case,
12 Bottles
olue r:
•'
with s5.00 purchase or more

All Regular Sizes

89c

OLEO

Center Cut
lb. 59t

HALF GAL.

STAR-KIST CHUNK STYLE

Tuna 3

782 PORK CHOPS 3
3 lbs. sl
,29c
HAMS
49
T"iA
cK
89
C
STEAK
39
49
C
BACON
1
2 3 CHUCK ROABUSH'SST 432
I
First Cut

01

PER LB.

P I

$1
"

PURPLE HULL

PEAS
POTATOES
NC

II,

55*

--LB 19*
6`

,PF D

Golden iiipe

411r

Ot TON

RIJN

25

STAMPS
with th:. coupon and the. purchase of
• - ONE DOZEN -

LEMONS

THESE PRICES NMI TIMM
TUESDAY MAY 29, I.%2
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